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Multidimensional solar system, seven dimensions, mind quality, biofield of man, use of 
archetype, symbols, christian chakra system, transmutation of metals, transmutation of 
biofield, spiritual science, scouting, SkAutRing, past lives, reincarnation, genesis of 
diseases, mind training, wisdom, understanding of religions, string theory, chaos theory.

This work is a second volume of the book „Why the weather has gone crazy“. 
Both books give new revolutionary view to span science, religion and culture and 
introduce a scientific explanation of some odd world events. The study continues in the 
description of the multidimensional Universe based on the report of Baroness Adelma 
von Vay (1840-1925). The study gives a few historical social examples of how the 
resonance effect works and gives physical and mathematical reasons for these 
catastrophic weather effects. It relates to the string theory in theoretical physics and the 
chaos theory in mathematics. Small changes in magnetic field of hearts of many people 
gives enormous changes to e.g. weather disasters according a tuning in a resonant 
vibration of the adequate dimension. A macro wormhole intervenes a penetration of 
information field to produce a specific reaction of weather effect or a specific kind of a 
disaster.

Seven dimensions and sub dimensions are related to an inner energetic system of 
a man, too. A micro wormhole enables penetration a similar information field to transmit 
a specific trouble or disease. 

The dimension description gives much more detailed accurate information than 
the Indian chakra system.
In the book there is description of  many ways how the biofield of man can be 
transformed from usual, messy state to a radiant, golden state. A rising biofield is called 
skAuting (Au from twilight, Aurora, Éos ).

 Historical examples show that the basic additive is required for transmutation of 
silver, lead, iron into gold  as the most determining factor. The additive is a strong, 
cleaned, spiritual biofield. The beamy, golden state of biofield can transform things, 
events and environment, too.

From layout of dimensions we can classify many psychological and social 
conclusions. The study emphasizes an important task of spiritual science, which ought to 
be included into each religion to help their mutual understanding. The Law of 
reincarnation and periodic phenomena in history are important parts of the spiritual 
science.  These give a possibility to prevent and predict disasters waiting to happen to   in 
years  2060 and 2420.


